
UNDERWRITING ASSISTANT JOB DUTIES

for a position in the insurance field, consider becoming an underwriter assistant. their careers as underwriter assistants
performing a variety of tasks, such as.

You may also be able to undertake a financial services apprenticeship and enter as a junior underwriter.
Depending on the size of the company, underwriter assistants may ensure that policy transactions such as
renewals or quotes are issued and changes are recorded correctly. School leavers can enter the profession by
starting in an assistant role within an underwriting team and working their way up. In some cases, the insurer
must cancel a policy. Depending on the size of the company, some underwriter assistants may work in an
office focusing on particular types of insurance, such as commercial or life insurance. When an application is
initially submitted, the assistant usually reviews it and contacts the agent or broker if anything is missing.
They learn common insurance applications and various risk factors. According to Travel Guard, those
assistants who have more experience with insurance policies and terminology will be the most likely to be
hired. Communicate with customers to get information to complete screening and transactions. Since few
individuals can build up enough money to pay for all expenses, insurance companies have come about to
create programs that spread risk among a large number of individuals. Underwriting assistants also must have
knowledge about rating systems and working with different types of insurances, such as auto and health. They
tend to work full-time hours in an office environment. Underwriter assistants must be comfortable using
computer software programs to determine whether to approve or deny an applicant for insurance coverage. He
has been a college marketing professor since  These assistants review and process policy changes so that
insurance underwriters can stay informed. However, you can stand out from the crowd by getting experience
working in the insurance and underwriting field. Whenever policy changes lead to changes in prices, the
assistant is responsible for recalculating customer costs, according to Zurich. Create your own professional
looking resume for free using our resume builder! Bureau of Labor Statistics. Relevant experience gained via
vacation work and placements can be beneficial. According to Investopedia. Coordinate with Underwriting
areas to research and resolve to escalated Underwriting issues. Although a high school diploma is required for
most positions, a bachelor's degree in business, finance or a related field can be an asset. Qualifications and
training required There are routes into an insurance underwriting career for both university graduates and
school leavers. Insurance underwriters make it possible for insurance companies to be sustainable. Main
Responsibilities Underwriter assistants provide support to underwriters and independent agents. Assistants
typically respond to basic inquiries from brokers, agents and customers about policies, terms, application
statuses and billing. In , , people were employed in the U. Organizational and time-management skills are a
must to maximize productivity. References 2 FinSecure: Underwriting Assistant - Commercial Lines About
the Author Neil Kokemuller has been an active business, finance and education writer and content media
website developer since  Set up and input new business, renewals and reinstatements through manual online
EDP system. Work Experience Many underwriter assistants get their feet wet through training programs
offered through companies and insurance associations, such as the Insurance Institute of America. Many
employers also prefer candidates with previous insurance or underwriting experience, though on-the-job
training is commonly provided. Assess mail, correspondence, records and reports to choose processing
matters. Extend technical underwriting support for team members. File Management A primary responsibility
of an underwriter's assistant is to perform much of the upfront legwork in getting an insurance application file
ready for review. For more information, see our article on how to get into a career in finance , as well as the
finance sector of TARGETcareers , our website aimed at school leavers. Under the guidance of underwriters
and supervisors, they may analyze applications and screen applicants based on certain criteria. Kokemuller has
additional professional experience in marketing, retail and small business. The assistant may also help in
gathering research and industry data for use in assessing premiums for new accounts or renewals. Compile
reports and maintain files and logs. Graduates from any degree discipline can become underwriters, although
some employers prefer a qualification in accounting, finance, economics, law, management or business
studies. Training is normally provided for successful candidates once in post, often leading to professional
qualification with the Chartered Insurance Institute. Once all items are in place, the assistant enters application
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information and other documents into a computer system for analysis or review by the underwriter. In , ,
people were employed in the U.


